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National Squirrel Appreciation Day: 
with special guest Dr. Kelli Knight 
Assistant Director of Veterinary Services 

 

Wednesday, January 21, 2015 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Okay everyone ... let's give a big welcome to Assistant Director of Veterinary Services and head squirrel lover ... Dr. Kelli! 
 

  
                     ๏   ๏)  
All our kids cheering a big WELCOME! 

 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Hi Dr. Kelli!! 

 
Congowings:  
Welcome Dr. Kelli! Glad it is you. 
 

  

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Welcome Dr Kelli!! 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Hello CN and WCV supporters and friends! I'm SO excited to be here today talking about my favorite animal.........squirrels! 
 

 
Comment From Candice VaBch  
Hi Dr Keelli 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Love your Avatar. 

 
Comment From BarbG  
Welcome Dr Kelli 

 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Welcome Dr. Kelli, looking forward to our chat today. 

 
Comment From rejoyce  
Hi Dr. Kelli!!!! 

 
Comment From Kathy in NM ♥  
Hi Dr. Kelli and Welcome to CN 
Comment From Kate  
hi Dr. Kelli! 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
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What do you guys think the role of squirrels is in the ecosystem? 
 

Comment From BarbG  
they are the planters 

 
Comment From Candice VaBch  
To plant trees. lol 

 
Comment From :Lynne - TheMaritimes.CA  
NUT 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
pass stuff around. forgot the term 

 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
At my house they plant oak trees! 

 
Comment From Kate  
caching seeds and nuts 

 
Comment From jtct  
eat all the nuts! 

 
Comment From rejoyce  
Planting acorns for trees? 

 
Comment From Guest  
when they forget their nust they plant a tree 

 
Comment From Becky, UT  
Replanting ;) 

 
Comment From jtct  
Just made it. Hello Dr. Kelli 

 
Comment From jbfrommi  
Hi Dr. Kelli 

 
Comment From Kathy in NM ♥  
Well shoot, I missed Congo, but I'm happy to be here in time for the squirrels! 

 
Comment From Becky, UT  
And as food for predators 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Correct! They eat a lot of seeds. Their seed-caching activities may help disperse tree seeds. So squirrels help plant trees! 
 

 
Comment From jtct  
that explains my backyard 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
They also may help to distribute mushroom fungal spores when they eat truffles. 
 

 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
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I love trees and squirrels. 
 
Dr. Kelli:  
They also prey on other animals in the ecosystem where they live. And of course eastern grey squirrels are also prey 
animals themselves! 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
They do eat insects! The are omnivores so they don't just eat nuts. 
 

 
Comment From Kate, TN  
is it true they eat insects? 

 
Comment From Kate, TN  
What do the prey upon? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
They are opportunistic so they will eat bird eggs, small mammals, insects...........whatever they find. 
 

Comment From PaulaR  
Squirrels fit much better on my property than truffle-hunting pigs...Hi Dr Kelli! 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Oh, I think distributor was the word I was thinking about. 

 
Comment From Pat in NC  
Well at my house they eat seed off the groung the bird's won't touch 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Everyone knows that squirrels stash their food away for the winter. Think it’s easy for squirrels to find their caches? 
 

 
Comment From jtct  
NO 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
It's probably not easy. 

 
Comment From jtct  
Post it notes 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  

It seems to be easy in our yard. 
 

Dr. Kelli:  
Do you think they use scent? Sight? Memory? 
 

 
Comment From Guest  
their brains are wired to remember that 
Comment From BarbG  
scent 

 
Comment From jtct  
all the above 
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Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
No...they forget where they put them 

 
Comment From jbfrommi  
no i see them digging in my yard and bring up nothing. 

 
Comment From Becky, UT  
Forgotten caches are how they plant veg :) 

 
Comment From Secret Squirrel  
Squirrel GPS? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
It was once believed that squirrels used scent to find their cache but a study done at Princeton proved they actually rely on 
spatial memory: 

 
http://jacobs.berkeley.edu/pdf/Jacobs_AB91.PDF 

 
Comment From PaulaR  
very "spatial" :)) 

 
Comment From rejoyce  
Wow!!! 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Oh, they remember!! 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Is your memory as good as a squirrel? Try burying 10 acorns throughout your yard and only use natural landmarks to 
remember where you put them. Return a few days later and try to find as many of your acorns as you can. Let me know 

how you do next week! 
 

Comment From Kate, TN  
are there "community" caches? 

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I don't think I'd remember. I successfully hid Halloween candy from myself, and that was only in my cupboard. 
 

 
Comment From jbfrommi  
this is interesting. 

 
Comment From rejoyce  
Ha!! I wouldnt trust my memory!! 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
They do not share their stash with other squirrels! This is why squirrels don’t just bury an acorn and come back in winter. 
They bury the seed, dig it up shortly afterward, rebury it elsewhere, dig it up again. 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
What do you think causes that behavior? 
 

 
Comment From Becky, UT  
Prevent cache thieves? 

 

http://jacobs.berkeley.edu/pdf/Jacobs_AB91.PDF
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Comment From rejoyce  
Sounds like a lot of work. 

 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
to fool other squirrels. 

 
Comment From Kate, TN  
maybe they want to make sure it doesn't start to rot 

 
Comment From Guest  
afraid someone was watching and will steal their nuts 

 
Comment From Charlo - Chicago  
The "I don't wanna starve" instinct? 

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Neurotic squirrelly tendencies. 
 

 
Comment From Kathe in Falls Church, VA  
They don't want the other squirrels to find their stash. 

 
Comment From jbfrommi  
they don't want to share. 

 
Comment From PaulaR  
I remember hearing on NPR that someone hypothesizes that only humans can "count"...yet it seems that squirrels have to 
remember the location of multiple nuts. 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
More like intelligent squirrely tendencies! 
 

 
Comment From jtct  
I recently brought in firewood from the pile outside and in one of the cavities of a log was a pile of nuts and bird seed. 

 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
If I bury twelve snickers bars I will remember where there at!:) 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Reporting in the journal Animal Behaviour, the science team showed that when squirrels are certain that they are being 
watched, they will actively seek to deceive the would-be thieves. “We’ve seen seeds that were re-cached as many as five 

times,” said Dr. Steele. The squirrels recache to deter theft, lest another squirrel spied the burial the first X times. They’ll dig a hole, 
pretend to push an acorn in, and then cover it over, all the while keeping the prized seed hidden in their mouth. “Deceptive caching 
involves some pretty serious decision making,” Dr. Steele said. “It meets the criteria of tactical deception, which previously was 
thought to only occur in primates.” 

 
 

Dr. Kelli:  
Here's the article: 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0003347207004988 

 
 

Comment From rejoyce  
That's amazing!!!! 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0003347207004988
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Comment From Guest  
Every animal is smart when it comes to their own needs. Nature gives them the tools they need to survive. That is what I think.... 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Did anyone think squirrels are as smart as primates? 
 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
No wonder they are so successful. IF they could just learn how to cross the street. 

 
Comment From rejoyce  
I knew they were smart!! 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
At least when it comes to tactical deception! So maybe being called squirrely is actually a compliment? 
 

 
Comment From Pat in NC  
I would say yes to that Dr.K 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Well, obviously the squirrels that are best at this survive. 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Check out this video of a squirrel memory test! 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5HffZbeNGk 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
Jakermo, lots of squirrels near me have learned how to cross the street by walking across on electric/phone lines! (of course not 
everyone has learned this technique...sniff) 

 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
I always thought they forgot most of what they hid! Fascinating 

 
Comment From Becky, UT  
I learned that their back-and-forth movement across roads is a great strategy for dodging aerial predators. Doesnt work for cars, 
though. 

 
Comment From PaulaR  
I like the term "scatter-hoarding," compared to the mice (and maybe chipmunks) who accumulate large hoards in a "larder." 

 
Comment From jtct  
Fascinating! 

 
 
 

Dr. Kelli:  
So squirrel rely on spatial memory and show tactical deceptive behaviors. 
 

 
Comment From Becky, UT  
Great video! 

 
Comment From Pat in NC  
They sure can figure out how to get in a bird feeder..no matter what you do 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5HffZbeNGk
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Comment From Secret Squirrel  
Interesting video! 

 
Comment From BarbG  
totally interesting video 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Oh, that is good. Thanks. 

 
Comment From Kate, TN  
this video is really cool! 

 
Comment From Charlo - Chicago  
That video is amazing! I would not be a good squirrel - I'm not good at the spatial stuff. 

 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
great vid 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Who knows how many species of squirrels are here in Virginia? 
 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
2? 

 
Comment From PaulaR  
3? 

 
Comment From BarbG  
5 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
In Virginia there are six species of squirrels. From Virginia Tech: 
http://humanwildlife.cmi.vt.edu/Species/Squirrel.htm 
 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
We commonly see 3 species at WCV! Who can name those? 
 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Those red squirrels are so cute. 

 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
6 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Red squirrels are in western Virginia so we don't often see them here. 
 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Grey, Flying, and Red? 

 
Comment From Guest  
Red, gray and black 

http://humanwildlife.cmi.vt.edu/Species/Squirrel.htm
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Comment From Charlo - Chicago  
Cute, cuter, cutest? 

 
Comment From Kate, TN  
greys, southern flyers and reds? 

 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Do squirrels attack any animals? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Eastern Grey Squirrel 
 

 

 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Oh, they are darling. 

 
Comment From Becky, UT  
aww 

 
Comment From jbfrommi  
black are pretty. 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Eastern fox squirrel 
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Dr. Kelli:  
Southern flying squirrel 
 

 

 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
So cool! 
 

 
Comment From Kate, TN  
haha, I like Charlo 
Comment From Kate, TN  
so sweet!! 

 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Oh, like that flying one! 
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Comment From Pat, NJ  
Who could possibly hate these little guys? 

 
Comment From PaulaR  
i love Flying Squirrels! with their big night flyer eyes! i know i must have them around but have only seen one in 25 years, and that 
was one i found dead... 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
What species of squirrels live where you are? 
 

 
Comment From Secret Squirrel  
Baby squirrels should be on Critter Cam! 

 
Comment From Kate, TN  
i don't think we have red squirrels here in TN...so maybe just two? 

 
Comment From Becky, UT  
We have Aberts Squirrels in the mountains :) 

 
Comment From BarbG  
black and grey in Michigan 

 
Comment From Kathy in NM ♥  
In Albuquerque, we have Rock Squirrels. 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Who knows how to tell the difference between a gray squirrel and a fox squirrel? 
 

 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
I've seen only grey. They sure have sticky feet to climb up and down walls! 

 
Comment From jtct  
the tail? 

 
Comment From Guest  
Tail length 

 
Comment From PaulaR  
i think the fox squirrel has redder fur and pointier tufts on its ears? but i can never tell from pictures so maybe i don't know the right 
field marks! 

 
Comment From Kate, TN  
fox squirrels are bigger? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Fox squirrels are larger than Gray squirrels. Also Fox squirrels have a rusty belly and a black outline to their tail throughout 
most of the country. Gray Squirrels typically have a white belly and the tail looks frosted in white. 

Comment From Kate, TN  
i LOVE their white bellies!! they look like they're wearing t-shirts 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  

FS has a bushier tail. 
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Dr. Kelli:  
Does anyone here enjoying watching squirrels in their backyard? Squirrels are ranked second to birds in value to nature 
watchers! 

 
Comment From jtct  
YES!!!!!! Very entertaining! 

 
Comment From PaulaR  
Yes, i do enjoy watching them! and this past weekend...ahem...they seemed to sense that spring wasn't too far away! lots of chasing 
and even a little copulating! 

 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Well, my cats sure do, and I like to hear their chatter. 

 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Love watching squirrels - they are so playful and live in the moment 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Squirrels are amazing athletes. These arboreal gymnasts perform some incredible high-wire maneuvers without a net. 
Squirrels can leap a span 10 times the length of their body, roughly double what the best human long jumper can manage. 

Take some time to watch their moves and you can’t help but be impressed. Or build a squirrel obstacle course in your backyard for 
hours of circus-quality entertainment! 

 
Comment From Kali - Tx  
hi, Dr Kelli! i'm late, will have to scroll back. 

 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
Oh yes...and love all the ways they find to get to the bird feeders! 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
I love watching them. We put out bird feeders in hopes that the squirrels will come and play as well. 

 
Comment From Kate, TN  
i could watch them all day-sometimes I do!! 

 
Comment From Kali - Tx  
yes, i do like watching them! they used to tease my puppy dog! 

 
Comment From rejoyce  
I love watching them!!! 

 
Comment From Kristy  
i used to see them play in a hammock. They used it like a trampoline. 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Check out this video! 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2a5AA30RTY 
Comment From Charlo - Chicago  
My favorite thing to watch them do is chase each other up, down, and around trees in the spring when thoughts turn to... 

 
Comment From BarbG  
my favorite video 

 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2a5AA30RTY
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cool video! 
 

Comment From jtct  
Nothing seems impossble for a squirrel! 

 
Comment From Becky, UT  
lol! 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
That too shows how entertaining they are, and clever. 

 
Comment From Kristy  
How long do squirrels live? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
The maximum longevity is 12.5 years in the wild but a captive female lived to be more than 20 years of age. 
 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Let's talk more about squirrel natural history! What questions do you have? 
 
 
Dr. Kelli:  
Birth weight: 15 grams 
Gestation: approximately 44 - 45 days 

Broods per year: 2 (February and August) 
Average litter: 2-5 
Eyes open: 4 weeks of age 
Weaning: 6-8 weeks (fox squirrels 8-10 weeks) 
Adult weight: 360 - 650 grams 
Habitat: hardwood forests where acorns, hickory nuts or beechnuts are available 
Natural Diet: oak (acorns), hickory, beech, maple, black walnut, corn, chestnuts, tree limbs, roots, berries, fungi, buds and leaves. 
Occasional insects (caterpillar, ants), bird’s eggs, nestling birds. 
Habits: Diurnal - most active around sunrise and late afternoon 
 
Comment From Kristy  
So their leaf houses actually keep them warm? 

 
Comment From Kristy  
How do squirrels stay warm in the winter? There leaf houses don't seem that warm to me. 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
They are more likely to use holes in trees as their winter nest and leaf nest in the warm weather. Most squirrels have 
multiple nests 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Their fur keeps them warm and their tail is both a blanket and umbrella! 
 

Comment From jtct  
Do they use their tails as a shield for maybe keeping the rain off their back? 

 
Comment From Kristy  
What is the best food to feed them in the winter? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
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You can share your bird feeders with squirrels! We feed our squirrels in rehabilitation a mix of seeds, sunflower seeds, hard mixed 
nuts in the shell as well as a variety of vegetables and fruits. 

 
Comment From rejoyce  
What/who are their main threats? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
They are preyed on by many predators, including American mink, other weasels, red foxes, bobcats, grey wolves, coyotes, 
lynx, and birds of prey, such as red-tailed hawks. They emit warning calls to warn neighboring squirrels of the presence of 

predators. Their extreme agility in the trees makes them difficult to capture. 
 

Comment From Donna  
I have been told not to feed the squirrels peanuts because it is bad for them. Is this true? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
That is true! Peanuts are not part of their natural diet. It would be better to collect acorns, hickory, walnut, chestnuts, etc 
to feed them. 

 
Comment From Kristy  
How long do their babies stay with them? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
They are cared for in the nest by their mother until they reach independence. Weaning begins in the seventh week and is 
completed by the tenth. At this point, the juvenile hair is lost. Adult size and mass are reached at 9 months old. 

 
Comment From Kristy  
Why are peanuts bad for them? Mine eat a ton of peanuts and have for the last 6 years. yikes! have I been doing them a disservice? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
A diet consisting of any one item doesn't provide balanced nutrition. Squirrels are omnivores and need a variety of types of 
food. 

 
Comment From jtct  
I live in CT. Is it mating season here? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Breeding occurs in December-February and May-June and is slightly delayed in more northern latitudes. Gestation lasts 44 
days. 
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Dr. Kelli:  
Let's talk about rehabilitating healthy orphan squirrels in captivity! 
 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Why do you think most orphans end up at WCV? 
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Comment From Guest  
awwww 

 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
hurricanes 

 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Cat attacks, #1 

 
Comment From Kali - Tx  
trees cut down 

 
Comment From Charlo - Chicago  
storms 

 
Comment From jtct  
cat attacks? 

 
Comment From PaulaR  
cat injury and nest knocked out of trees by storms and humans? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
All correct! Habitat destruction like tree cut down, animal interaction which covers cat and dog attacks. 
 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Natural disasters like hurricanes often result in MANY squirrels being admitted in a short period of time.....like in 2011! 
 

Comment From jtct  
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I have 3 cats. All indoor! 
 
Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Squirrel-nappers 
 

 

 
 
Dr. Kelli:  
That photo is after Hurricane Irene in 2011 when close to 100 orphaned squirrels were admitted! 
 

 
Comment From jtct  
squirrels are part of the rodent family, right? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Correct they are rodents. 
 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
When orphans come into rehabilitation, what do you think we feed them? 
 

 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
special formula? 

 
Comment From Sharon Shneyer ,Philadelphia  
Baby formula 

 
Comment From PaulaR  
expensive special baby squirrel formula! 

 
Comment From CN1946  
Could a squirrel be an education animal? 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Squirrel formula? 
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Dr. Kelli:  
Yes, milk replacer that mimics natural squirrel milk! Never cow milk! 
 

 

 
Gray Squirrel. Photo property of the WCV. 

 

 
 

Dr. Kelli:  
They are syringe fed up to 5 times per day. 
 

 
 

Comment From PaulaR  
awwwwwww 
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Comment From Kate, TN  
what are the little knitted cups they're in? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Knitted nests provide a nest substitute that's easy to wash. 
 

 

 
 

Comment From Dave in Missouri  
How hard is it to make that formula? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
The formula is made by a company called Fox Valley. We mix it with water similar to any baby formula. 
 

Comment From Kali - Tx  
and have to be "stimulated" afterwards... lol! (always loved davis's attempted description to his mom on his first day.) 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
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Yes, the female squirrel licks her babies to get them to urinate and defecate! Something all my students have to learn how to do on 
their first day ;) 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Just kidding! We stimulate them using warm water on a Kleenex. 
 

 
Comment From Guest  
Because you have to handle the babies so much. What keeps them from becoming friendly to humans? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
We keep handling to a minimum and as they are weaned we handle them less and less. Eventually they move to our 
outdoor cages and spend at least 2 weeks with virtually no human contact. They usually "wild up" during this period. 

 
Comment From Ivy in IL  
Dogs do the same thing to their pups - kind of a shock if you don't know what they're doing! 

 
Comment From PaulaR  
Is is true that squirrels don't usually carry rabies? my father was bitten on the thumb by a squirrel in NY (80 years ago) and had to 
have the series of rabies exposure shots! 

 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Lol Dr Kelli! 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Squirrels are not one of the rabies vector species in Virginia but any mammal can carry rabies. 
 

 
Comment From Sharon Shneyer ,Philadelphia  
My earlier previous question about squirrels and utility poles. How do they avoid being in danger up there? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
I believe it's because they are only touching the wire they are grounded. 
 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
How can you not just LOVE a squirrel? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Does anyone want to know how to keep squirrels off their bird feeders? 
 

 
Comment From PaulaR  
I have a feeling there's a punchline, like not fill the feeder :) 

 
Comment From Charlo - Chicago  
It's all about that baffle 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Place feeders at least 15 feet from anything they can jump from and then place a metal exclusion device on the post to the 
feeder. These are available at most bird and hardware stores. 

Comment From Guest  
Don't put feeders near trees. 

 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Yes! 
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Comment From Kristy  
I gave up a long time ago. I just feed them all now. 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Many people have had success filling their feeders with safflower seeds. Squirrels tend not to like safflower seed and will 
avoid it at feeders. Buyer Beware: safflower seed is significantly more expensive than sunflower seed. 

 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Mine have their own feeder but prefer the more difficult bird feeders. 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Try spraying your feed with chili or cayenne pepper. Birds have no sense of taste, but as a mammal, squirrels do. There are 
also several commercial feeds sold that come pre-treated. 
 
Dr. Kelli:  
Or my best answer....share your feeders with squirrels! If you put out ground feeders, squirrels will often leave the handing 
feeders for the birds :) 

 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Mine don't mind the red pepper at all. :-) 

 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
What makes them have such "sticky feet"? 

 

 
 

Dr. Kelli:  
Here's a photo of their feet up close. They aren't really "sticky" but their claws make them excellent climbers! 
 

 
Comment From Kristy  
is the best way to capture a squirrel if he is injured but still moving around well? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Very carefully!!! 
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Dr. Kelli:  
You may want to call in an expert for help but to capture safely, always wear very heavy welding gloves. 
 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Throwing a towel over an injured animal or using a net can help too. 
 

 
Comment From Kali - Tx  
thow a towel over it? 

 
Comment From PaulaR  
fascinating little feet! 

 
Comment From Guest  
i am glad people find them and get help instead of walking away from them 

 
Comment From katiesmom  
Hi Dr. Kelli - sliding into my seat! A couple of years ago I released a couple of WCV rehabbed squirrels at my house. I swear that they 
know that - there are 2 squirrels who don't seem to care when I come out of the door - they just sit on the bench and look at me as I 
go by!!! 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
I just purchased a Squirrel Package! Thanks for all you and the crew do for them. 

 
Comment From jtct  
How do you catch a unique sqrirrel? You kneek up on him! 

 
Comment From Kristy  
Do squirrels cuddle together at night when it is cold? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
While a female has kittens, they will cuddle at night. Often with the fall litter, the kittens may stay with the female over the 
winter and then disperse before she has next litter. 
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Comment From jtct  
Too cute! 

 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Awe! 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Does anyone else have any other squirrelly questions for me before I head back to work? 
 

 
Comment From katiesmom  
Thanks for spending some time with us today Dr. Kelli!!! 

 
Comment From jtct  
Yes, can you ever get Congo to be a squirrel person? 

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ha! 
 

 
Comment From Becky, UT  
What about mating and territories? Do males and females hold their own? Do the territories overlap? Will a male mate with the 
same female in different seasons? 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
A dominance hierarchy forms in males during breeding times; females mate with several males. Related individuals may 
defend a territory 

 
Comment From Charlo - Chicago  
Aren't they called different things at different developmental stages? I remember hearing "pinks", "velvets"... 
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Dr. Kelli:  
The newborns are called pinkies! 
 
 
Dr. Kelli:  
There they are! They are born blind, naked and helpless. 
 

 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Wow, awesome! 

 
Comment From Patti-Manassas  
Came in towards the end and will need to read back, but thanks for holding this session, Dr. Kelli! 

 
Comment From Sharon Shneyer ,Philadelphia  
This has been extremely entertaining and useful. Thank you Dr Kelli, but no comments from Congo? 

 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
I think Congo secretly is a squirrel person 

 
Comment From Regina, IL  
Thank you for the wonderful information on squirrels Dr. Kelli. I have to go back to work. Also, thank you Marian for sponsoring the 
Cams today. Everyone enjoy your day and the squirrels! 

 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Thank you Dr. Kelli for enlightening us all about squirrels. We have a renewed respect for them. 

 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Thank you so much Dr Kelli! Will scroll back tonight because I wasnt here for the whole thing. 

 
Comment From Kali - Tx  
will squirrels eat hard boiled eggs? sometimes when my eggs go bad (expired) i boil them and put them outside for squirrels, birds or 
(hopefully) possums. 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
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Since squirrels are omnivores, it wouldn't surprise me if they would eat boiled eggs. They will certainly eat bird eggs if they come 
across them in the wild. 

 
Comment From PaulaR  
Thank you for your time and the great info, Dr Kelli! oh...can you tell us how the two December babies are doing? 

 

 
 
Dr. Kelli:  
Two December squirrels are doing great! They are almost 200 grams and will be starting to acclimate soon ;) 
 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Those are the 2 December baby squirrels that I'm holding! 
 

 
Comment From Guest  
awww 

 
Comment From Becky, UT  
Thanks Dr. Kelli for teaching us about these cute critters! 

 
Comment From Guest  
What is your favourite squirle 
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Dr. Kelli:  
I've never met a squirrel that I don't like! My favorite are the melanistic gray squirrel. I used to have one in my yard. I've 
never seen one here at WCV yet. 

 
Comment From jtct  
Thanks for your time Dr. Kelli. I've always loved squirrels. Now I know more about them and some do's and don'ts! 

 
Comment From Kathy in NM ♥  
Thank you for a very informative session on squirrels Dr. Kelli! 

 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Thank you, Dr Kelli! 

 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Thanks Dr. Kelli. Learned some things about my furry neighbors! Have a great afternoon! 

 

 
 
Dr. Kelli:  
Awwww, there's my favorite squirrel! If we ever get one at WCV, I will be beside myself haha 
 

 
Comment From PaulaR  
Lovely pic, Amanda! there's a bunch of these guys living in DC...maybe if City Wildlife ever gets them in as patients we can persuade 
them to share one with Dr Kelli. 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
Thank you for joining me today for a squirrely chat. I really enjoyed it and hope to come back soon! Bye 
 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Thanks for your time, Dr. Kelli! 
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Comment From rejoyce  
I just love them and dont see how anyone could not!!!!!! 

 
Comment From BarbG  
thanks for all the great information and sharing-loved it 

 
Comment From Kristy  
thank you so much! I hope to volunteer in the squirrel nursery this summer the wildlife rescue in MN 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
I love the info, Dr Kelli, and we do appreciate your busy schedule. How about, what is it like to work with a Hero...... like Dr Dave? 

 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Thanks for your time, Dr Kelli. 

 
Dr. Kelli:  
And don't forget, you can help me raise all our spring orphaned squirrels by purchasing a Caring for Squirrels sponsorship. 
Hooray! 

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://wildlifecenter.org/news_events/news/caring-squirrels 
 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Woohoo! 

 


